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BRIEF ABSTRACT: 3, 4, 6 face “Aegis” systems. Patriot now has GaN AESA; S/X-band AMDR provides 30 times the sensitivity and number of tracks as SPY-1D(V); Low Cost Packaging: Using COTS, PCBs; Extreme MMIC: 32 element 60 GHz T/R array on chip; Digital Beam Forming (DBF): A/D for every element; Materials: GaN can now put 5X to 10X the power of GaAs in same footprint, 38% less costly, 100 million hr MTBF; MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output): Where it makes sense; Metamaterial Antennas: $1K 20 GHz and 30 GHz AESAs; Very Low Cost Systems: Cars radar costing < $100, future few $’s; MEMS: Phase shifters; MEMS Piezoelectric Material = piezoMEMS: For flying insect robots; Printed Electronics: Low cost 1.6 GHz (goal 2.4 GHz) diodes printed; Electrical and Optical Signals on Same Chip: IR transparent in silicon; Graphene and Carbon Nanotube (CNT): Potential for Terahertz transistor clock speeds; Revolutionary 3-D Micromachining; Superconductivity; Biodegradable Arrays of Transistors or LEDs: Imbedded for detecting cancer or low glucose; Quantum Radar: See stealth targets;

DETAILED ABSTRACT: Systems: Patriot now has GaN active electronically scanned array (AESAs) providing 360° coverage, now a 2015 state-of-the-art AESA radar system; S/X-band AMDR provides 30 times the sensitivity and number of tracks as SPY-1D(V); JLENS aerostat radar system now deployed over Washington DC; 3, 4, 6 faced “Aegis” radar systems developed by China, Japan, Australia, Netherlands, USA; Low Cost, Low Power Extreme MMIC (Moore’s law at Microwave and mm-waves): 4 T/R modules on single chip at X-band costing ~$10 per T/R module; Intel single chip 32-Element 60 GHz Tx/Rx Phased Array, full phased array on wafer at 110 GHz; on-chip built-in-self-test (BIST), will be used in the internet-of-things and in cell phones which by 2020 is expected to number 50 billion, expect such single chip arrays to cost only few dollars in future; All the RF circuitry for mm-wave automobile radars at 25 GHz and 77 GHz are being put on a chip with some believing that such arrays and radars will soon be produced for just a few dollars; Valeo Raytheon (now Valeo Radar) developed low cost, $100s, car 25 GHz 7 beam phased array radar; about 2 million sold already, more than all the radars ever built up to a very few years ago; DARPA had goal to build 28,000 element 94 GHz array costing $1/element, 50W total RF peak power. Digital Beam Forming (DBF): Israel, Thales and Australia AESAs under development have an A/D for every element channel; Raytheon developing mixer-less direct RF A/D having >400 MHz instantaneous bandwidth, reconfigurable between S and X-band; Radio Astronomers looking at using arrays with DBF. Materials: GaN can now put 5X to 10X the power of GaAs in same footprint, 38% less costly, 100 million hr MTBF, Raytheon invested $150 million to develop GaN; SiGe for backend, GaN for front end of T/R module. MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output): Where it makes sense; contrary to what is claimed MIMO array radars do not provide 1, 2 or 3 orders of magnitude better resolution and accuracy than conventional array radars; MIMO does not provide better barrage-noise-jammer, repeater-jammer or hot-clutter rejection than conventional array radars; contrary to claims MIMO should not provide better minimum detectable velocity for airborne radars; Metamaterials: Material custom made (not found in nature): using 20 and 30 GHz metamaterial electronically steered antennas about the size of a laptop developed for transmission to satellites and back was demonstrated December 2013, goal is $1K per antenna, remains to prove low cost and reliability; 2-20GHz stealthing by absorption simulated using <1 mm coating; target made invisible over 50% bandwidth at L-band; Focus 6X beyond diffraction limit at 0.38 μm; 40X diffraction limit, λ/80, at 375 MHz; In cell phones provides antennas 5X smaller (1/10th λ) having 700 MHz-2.7 GHz bandwidth; The Army Research Laboratory in Adelphi MD has funded the development of a low profile metamaterial 250-505 MHZ antenna having a λ/20 thickness; Provides isolation...
between antennas with 2.5 cm separation equivalent to 1 m separation; used for phased array WAIM; n-doped graphene has negative index of refraction, first such material found in nature; Digital Processing and Moore’s Law: Not dead yet; Slowed down but has much more to go; Expect increase in transistors density by about a factor of ~50 in the next 30 years and reduction in signal processing power consumption by factor of ~75; and then there is graphene which has potential for terahertz transistor clock speeds, manufacture on CMOS demonstrated, could allow Moore’s law to march forward using present day manufacturing techniques; there is also spintronics which could revolutionize the computer architecture away from the John von Neumann model; and there is finally doing computation the way the brain efficiently and amazingly does perhaps by using synaptic transistors and/or memristors, remember the brain only weighs about 2-3 pounds and uses only ~20 W, we have a long way to go: Low Cost Packaging: Raytheon funding development of low cost flat panel X-band AESA using COTS type printed circuit boards (PCBs); Rockwell Collins doing it for airborne AESA; Lincoln-Lab/MA-COM developing low cost S-band flat panel array using PCBs, overlapped subarrays and a T/R switch instead of a circulator; SAR/ISAR: Principal Components of matrix formed from prominent scatterers track history used to determine target unknown motion and thus compensate for it to provide focused ISAR image. Technology and Algorithms: A dual polarized, low profile, (λ/40), wideband (1:20) antenna can be built using tightly coupled dipole antennas (TCDA); Lincoln Lab increases spurious free dynamic range of receiver plus A/D by 40 dB; MEMS: reliability reaches 300 billion cycles without failure; Has potential to reduce the T/R module count in an array by a factor of 2 to 4; Provides microwave filters like 200 MHz wide tunable from 8-12 GHz; MEMS Piezoelectric Material = piezoMEMS: Enables flying insect robots; Printed Electronics: Low cost 1.6 GHz (goal 2.4 GHz) diodes printed with Si and NbSi₂ particles; Electrical and Optical Signals on Same Chip: IR beams could be used for transporting on computer chips digital information at the speed of light; COSMOS: DARPA revolutionary MMIC program: Allows integration of III-V, CMOS and opto-electronics on one chip without bonded wires leading to higher performance, lower power, smaller size, components; Graphene and Carbon Nanotube (CNT): potential also for non-volatile memory, flexible displays and camouflage clothing, self-cooling, IBM producing 200 mm wafers with RF devices; Superconductivity: We may still achieve superconductivity at room temperature; Superconductivity recently obtained for first time with iron compounds; Biodegradable Array of Transistors or LEDs: Imbedded for detecting cancer or low glucose; can then dispense chemotherapy or insulin; Quantum Radar: See stealth targets; New polarizations: OAMs, (Orbital Angular Momentum) unlimited data rate over finite band using new polarizations??
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PATRIOT UPGRADES

• 2012: $400 M UPGRADE MADE IT 2012 STATE-OF-THE-ART; US ARMY FIELDING TO 2048*
• 2015: GaN AESA; 360° COV.**

• >200 BUILT
• 13 NATIONS
• 5000 EL PER/FACE
• C-BAND

(*FEB. 19, 2015/PRNEWSWIR1520E/; **MICROWAVE&RF, AUG 2015, P. 24)

AIR & MISSILE DEFENSE RADAR (AMDR)

• S-BAND: AIR & MISSILE DEFENSE
• X-BAND: HORIZON SEARCH
• ADAPTIVE DIGITAL BEAM FORMING
• 30X > TARGETS THAN SPY-1D(V)
• 30X > SENSITIVE THAN SPY-1D(V)
• RADAR MODULAR ASSEMBLIES
  (RAMs) ARE BUILDING BLOCKS
• 4 TYPES OF LRUs PER RAM
• LRU REPLACED < 6 MIN
• GaN 34% < $ THAN GaAs
• GaN HAS 10^9 HR MTBF
• COTS x86 PROCESSOR
• SCALABLE

PICTURE COURTESY RAYTHEON

JLENS* BLIMP (AIRSHIP)
MMIC AESA RADAR

NOW DEPLOYED
OVER WASH.D.C.

• SEE CRUISE MISSILES (CM)
  OUT TO 340 MILES
• 360° COVERAGE
• CUES PATRIOT AND THAAD
  (AN/TPY-2):
  -DEMONSTRATED:
  -INTERCEPT OF CMs
  -DETECTION & TRACKING OF
  BALLISTIC MISSILES (BMs)

*Joint Land Attack Cruise Missile Defense
  Elevated Netted Sensor

PHOTO COURTESY RAYTHEON
X-BAND 25K ELEMENT AESA AN/TPY-2

8 DELIVERED, 3 MORE ON ORDER.
PHOTO COURTESY RAYTHEON

METAMATERIAL ANTENNA; SCANS BEAM ELECTRONICALLY WITHOUT PHASE SHIFTERS
DEMO'D DEC. 2013

LAPTOP SIZE
20 MBPS DOWN
2 MBPS UP
XMIT ANT
REC ANT

http://www.kymetacorp.com/products/portable-satellite-terminal/
SEE ALSO: E. BROOKNER, "RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS", IEEE ARRAY-2013

INTEL 32-ELEMENT SINGLE CHIP 60 GHZ TX/RX PHASED ARRAY

EXTREME MMIC

- Based on work with UCSD (we helped them a lot)
- Flip-chip packaging – CMOS from TSMC.
- Does not contain baseband circuitry for Gbps communications

UCSD

Raytheon Low Cost X-Band Array PCB Building Block

- 128 T/Rs & Elements
- 2.2 lbs
- 7.4x10.1x0.21 Inches

PATCH ELEMENT

(PUZELLA, ALM, RADARCON-2007)

TIGHTLY COUPLED DIPOLE ARRAY (TCDA)

- BANDWIDTH: 1:20
- THICKNESS: \(\lambda/40\) AT LOWEST FREQ.
- DUAL POLARIZATION
- COLOCATED PHASE CENTERS
- GOOD POARIZATION IN DIAGONAL PLANE
- WAIR STRUCTURE

(GRAYTHEON TECHNOLOGY TODAY, 2014, ISSUE 1)
**QUANTUM RADAR**

- **ELECTRO-OPTO-MECHANICAL (EOM) CONVERTER**
  - Generates microwave-optical entanglement
  - Uses quantum correlation between microwave and optical beams
  - Uses quantum correlation of microwave & optical beams to detect low reflectivity cancer cells or stealth aircraft


**GRAPHENE & CARBON (C) NANOTUBES (CNT): HOPE FOR MOORE’S LAW CONTINUATION**

- **THZ CLOCK SPEED**
- **GRAPHENE: 1 ATOM THICK CRYSTAL; STRONGEST MATERIAL**
- **CNT: MANUFACTURED ON COMOS DEMO’D**


**FRONTAL TRANSISTOR**

- Learns like human brain synaps
- Brain has 86 billion neurons connected by synapses
- Human brain uses only ~20W
- Leads to analog not binary computer


**UN. MELBOURNE SINGLE CHIP 77GHz RADAR T/R**


**FRACIAL STEALTH: 90% ABSORPTION 2-20 GHZ 99% ABSORPTION 10-15 GHZ**


**CHINESE UHF JY-26 SKYWATCH DIGITAL AESA 3D LONG RANGE AIR SURVEILLANCE & TACTICAL MISSILE DEFENCE (TMD) RADAR**

(Front Face)